The Genetic Variability of Wheat Can Ensure Safe Products for Celiac Disease Patients?
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Wheat is a major source of protein in the human diet and presents an important genetic diversity that could be useful to look for cultivars with reduced allergenicity. It is the second largest crop annually produced and consumed (~700 million tonnes), and supplies about 20% of the world’s calories. Wheat has the largest global production area (~240 million ha) and the largest volume of a single crop traded internationally (~140 million tonnes) [1]. Wheat endosperm proteins are subdivided into gliadins and glutenins. The glutenins confer elasticity to dough and consist of two types of proteins, the high-molecular-weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) and the low molecular-weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS), linked by disulfide bonds into large polymers with molecular weights that can exceed ten million Daltons. The gliadins are generally present as monomers and contribute with extensibility to wheat flour dough. These proteins are separated into alpha, beta, gamma, and omega gliadin subgroups, each with distinct primary protein sequences, and controlled by six main Gli loci located in the homoeologous chromosomes of group 1 (Gli-1) and 6 (Gli-2) [2].

The absolute and relative amounts of these protein types vary considerably among cereals, as do their digestibility and immunogenicity. Cereal intolerance occurs at a prevalence of 1-3% of the population worldwide, but varies between countries. The causal proteins are the gliadins and the glutenins from wheat and related proteins from barley and rye, together commonly called ‘gluten’. Gluten is one of the earliest protein fractions described as the “cohesive, visco-elastic proteinaceous material” that remains when wheat dough is washed to remove starch granules and water soluble constituents. Three pathologies are associated with gluten intake, respectively: i) food allergy that affects 0.2-0.5% of the population but has stronger clinical implications [3], ii) celiac disease (CD), which is an autoimmune disease and presents an important genetic diversity that could be useful to look for cultivars with reduced allergenicity. It is the second largest crop annually produced and consumed (~700 million tonnes), and supplies about 20% of the world’s calories. Wheat has the largest global production area (~240 million ha) and the largest volume of a single crop traded internationally (~140 million tonnes) [1]. Wheat endosperm proteins are subdivided into gliadins and glutenins. The glutenins confer elasticity to dough and consist of two types of proteins, the high-molecular-weight glutenin subunits (HMW-GS) and the low molecular-weight glutenin subunits (LMW-GS), linked by disulfide bonds into large polymers with molecular weights that can exceed ten million Daltons. The gliadins are generally present as monomers and contribute with extensibility to wheat flour dough. These proteins are separated into alpha, beta, gamma, and omega gliadin subgroups, each with distinct primary protein sequences, and controlled by six main Gli loci located in the homoeologous chromosomes of group 1 (Gli-1) and 6 (Gli-2) [2].

The pathologies associated with gluten have increased in recent years worldwide. Gluten intolerance (or celiac disease) is classified as an autoimmune disease and occurs in individuals with the human leucocyte antigen (HLA) DQ2 and/or DQ8 genotype [7]. Gliadins may be strong food allergens as these proteins may aggravate celiac disease [8]. The most CD-toxic epitopes are known from the gliadins (especially from the α-gliadins). Diagnostic tools available are monoclonal antibodies, T cells, genomics and proteomics analysis, and reference material and volunteers are required. The ultimate diagnosis should be made upon histological evaluation of the small bowel mucosa. The epitopes from the α-gliadins are considered to have by far the highest clinical relevance with regard to both the adaptive and innate response that lead to the development of celiac disease [9,10,11,12,13]. New diagnostic guidelines developed by ESPGHAN emphasize the crucial role of serological tests in the diagnostic process of symptomatic subjects, and of the detection of HLA DQ2/DQ8 alleles in defining a diagnosis in asymptomatic subjects belonging to at-risk groups. The serological diagnosis of CD is based on the detection of class IgA anti-tissue transglutaminase (anti-tTG) and anti-endomysial antibodies. In patients with IgA deficiency, anti-tTG or anti-deamidated gliadin peptide antibody assays of the IgG class are used. When anti-tTG antibody levels are very high, antibody specificity is absolute and CD can be diagnosed without performing a duodenum biopsy. Non-celiac gluten sensitivity is a gluten reaction in which both allergic and autoimmune mechanisms have been ruled out. Diagnostic criteria include the presence of symptoms similar to those of celiac or allergic patients; negative allergological tests and absence of anti-tTG and EMA antibodies; normal duodenal histology; evidence of disappearance of the symptoms with a gluten-free diet; relapse of the symptoms when gluten is reintroduced [14]. The exposure of the intestine to peptides derived from prolamins induces a T-cell mediated inflammatory response, leading to destruction of villous structures. A sub-fraction of α-gliadins, A-gliadins, is of special importance due to its severe CD allergenicity [15]. However, gliadins and glutenins are both active in celiac disease. Most research has been carried out on the repetitive domains of the α-
and γ-type gliadins, with a number of epitopes being described. This focus may at least partly result from the availability of sequences of α- and γ-type gliadins and lack of sequences of α-gliadins. In fact, α-gliadins have also been shown to be active in CD [16,17] and recent studies indicate that they contain immunodominant sequences which are also present in α-secalins and C-hordeins [18].

Some short amino acid sequences have been reported as having powerful CD-immunogenic potential. All peptides found to be active in celiac disease contained the sequences Gln-Gln-Gln-Pro and Pro-Ser-Gln-Gln; inactive peptides contained no such sequences [8,15,19,20]. Moreover, a 33-mer peptide resistant to intestinal proteases and containing three of the most immunogenic epitopes was identified as one of the main stimulators of the inflammatory response to gluten [10,21].

There has been a substantial increase in the prevalence of celiac disease over the last 50 years and an increase in the rate of diagnosis in the last 10 years. Celiac disease can present with many symptoms, including typical gastrointestinal symptoms (e.g., diarrhea, steatorrhea, weight loss, bloating, flatulence, abdominal pain) and also non-gastrointestinal abnormalities (e.g., abnormal liver function tests, iron deficiency anemia, bone disease, skin disorders, and many other protein manifestations). Indeed, many individuals with celiac disease may have no symptoms at all [22]. To date, no pharmacological treatment is available to gluten-intolerant patients and the only effective treatment is a strictly lifelong gluten-free diet, resulting sometimes in a social burden [23]. Dietary education should focus on identifying hidden sources of gluten, planning balanced meals, reading labels, food shopping, dining out, and dining during travel. Given the incomplete response of many patients to a GFD-free diet as well as the difficulty of adherence to the GFD over the long term, development of new effective therapies for symptom control and reversal of inflammation and organ damage are needed. The prevalence of celiac disease is increasing worldwide and many patients with celiac disease remain undiagnosed, highlighting the need for improved strategies in the future for the optimal detection of patients [22]. About 5% of patients with celiac disease are refractory to a gluten-free diet. These patients should be referred to a gastroenterologist for reconsideration of the diagnosis or for aggressive treatment of refractory celiac disease, which may involve corticosteroids and immunomodulators [24]. In this sense, several promising strategies have been undertaken to reverse this scenario.

The gluten and gluten peptides can be hydrolyzed by prolylendopeptidases, allowing to produce celiac-safe food or even used as probiotic-driven enzymes, in which dietary gluten is hydrolyzed by coingested peptides already in the stomach, thus preventing CD-specific immune reactions in the small intestine [25,26].

Microbial transglutaminase has also been used successfully to detoxify gluten by selective modification of glutenime residues present in CD-toxic epitopes [27]. One therapeutic strategy emerge by down-regulating the activity of zonulin - the active pump enabling gluten to enter the enterocytes [28]. Immune tolerizing therapies using a series of peptides which target the common genetic form of celiac disease (HLA-DQ2) are already available as the therapeutic vaccine Nexvax2®.

On the other hand, the identification and/or breeding of wheat cultivars or close relatives naturally deficient in immunogenic prolamins are very appealing. The use of genetic engineering to down-regulate gene expression is now routinely used in many crops, including all the major cereals, and is therefore an attractive opportunity for reducing the immunotoxic components of gluten and, therefore the incidence of gluten-related allergies and intolerance in cereals. Most of the examples listed below of down-regulation of gluten proteins in wheat and other cereals are based on RNA interference (RNAi) technology [29].

Several current studies have shown that compared to current varieties, the percentage of old varieties and some landraces that have a lower CD-immunogenic potential is much greater [30,31,32], which in itself reveals the genetic potential of wheat for the discovery of new traits that enable the development of hypoallergenic varieties for celiac patients. The replacement of the unique technological properties of wheat gluten represents the major task of industry for providing high quality gluten-free foods, such as pasta, bread and baked products, in terms of structure, loss of starch during cooking, and optimal cooking time [33].

Nature offers a variety of cereals that are free of toxicity for gluten intolerant individuals, which include rice, corn, sorghum, millet, teff, and possibly some specific wheat varieties [29]. Sequencing studies of the wheat genome have produced, to date, draft sequences which should provide valuable tools for understanding and manipulating the gliadins in the future. The use of biodiversity, biotechnology and breeding ancient varieties may help to develop grains that have a low or zero content of immunotoxic sequences, but with reasonable baking quality. Using the latest technologies we expect to boost the development of hypoallergenic products with high technological and nutritional value that will be healthy and safe for Man.
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